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1t is not once nor twice but times
without number that the same ideas
make their appearance in the world.

Aristotle. on the ffem.wm

1. Introduction
After exposure to public accounts of scientific work the layman might conclude that

new results or ‘breakthroughs” in science tend to supersede results that were previously
known and accepted. However, in physics this is rarely Ihe case. Rather, the more
common situation is that the range of validity of an older concept is found to be less
than universal. For instance, Newtonian meehanics remains as valid for velocitiessmall
compared to the velocity of light as it did before the adlvent of relativity.

What is even more remarkable is that, despite the explosion of knowledge about
nature on a smaller and smaller scale, some of the blasic rules that describe the
behaviourofmatter remain equally valid today. It is to this latter phenomenon that this
talk is addressed, Specifically. 1will give some examples from modern developments in
particle physics which demonstrate that the fundamental rules of quantum mechanics,
applied to all fbrces in nature as they became understood., have retained their validity.
The well-established /aws of electricity and magnetism, reformulated in terms of
quantum mechanics, have exhibited a truly remarkable numerical agreement between
theory and experiment over an enormous range of observation.

As experimental techniques have grown from the top of a laboratory bench to the
large accelerators of today, the basic components of experimentation have changed
vastly in scale but only little in basic function. More important, the motivation of those
engaged in this type of experimentation has hardly changed at all.
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The nuclear atom
Le( me begin this stody with the classical experiments of Lord Rutherford around

1911which dcmonstritted that theutorn is not ti continuous blob of matter, but is rather

is structure whose mass is concentrakd in a smiril, central nucleus. Let me show the
basic arrangement of Geiger and Marsden’s experiment in his laboratory.

Rutherford’s experiments made use of a beam of a-particles formed simply by
collimating the particle flux emitted in all directions by a~natural radioactive source.
This hcwu ofa-particles was then direeted at a turqef, which in the case of Rutherford
iind collaborators was a thin foil of the material under study. The particles were then
scat tered into a (ietector, which in this ewe was a fluorescent zinc sulphide screen. This
was in turn viewed by a graduate student through a small microscope. Thus we see here
a typical scattering. experiment—-beam (collimated z-part icles), target (scattering foil),
and detector [fluorescent screen, microscope and graduate student). You will see that
all of the more recent scattering experiments to which 1 will refer still have precisely
these same basic components.

Scattering experiments are the most common method by which the physicist
analyses the constituents of particles which are not (with the techniques available at a
given epoch) accessible to ituliridud observation. A scattering experiment simply
measures the probability that an incident particle is scattered at a given angle away
from its initial direetion and in so doing either has or has not suffered an energy loss or
change in some other characteristic during the scattering, process. Jf the energy of the
incident particle after deflection is diminished only by the recoil energy of the target
particle without any other changes, then the scattering is called elastic; otherwise it is
called inelastic.

Collimatedbeam
Zinc sulphidescreen Torgetfoil of ~- par+ic,,e~

Microscope

‘— Rototmg joint

.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Geiger and Marsden”s apparatus which demonstrated the
existence of the nucleus within the atom. The apparatus consists of a source of a-particles
followed by a collimator which forms a beam of these particles striking a target foil. The
particles then strike a zinc sulphide tluoreseent screen after scattering in the foil. The
location df the particIes on the screen is determined by a human ob.servet viewing the ~ T
screen thro’ugh a microscope. ,$6
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I;’ Scattering of one particle on ‘imother gives a ‘kick”, or what the physicist calls
,,., “momentum transfer~.10 boll) particles. II is the mirgnitude of this moment urn triinsfcr

which measures the sciile to which the scattering process can give information on the
structure of the particles. The reltitionship between the resolution A.Yto which the
sputial structure of the particles can be revealed by the scattering process and the
momentum transfer Ap is given by Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle, APAXz h/2z
where II is the Phmck constant. This relalion, in turn, sets the prttctical energy required
for the incident beam if structure down to a specified dimensicm is to be resolved.

[t is well known that Rutherford’s scattering e@eriment led lo the discovery of (he
nucleus. that is the central core of the atom which is about 10000 times smaller in
diitmeter than the atom iML yet contains almost all of its mass. Figure 2 shows
schematically how Rutherford reached his conclusion. It was observed thtit the number
of p~rt icles scattered with large momentum transfer (that is, at a large angle) exceedexl
the amount predicted assuming that the atom was a continuous blob of matter.

It is interesting to note that the analytical tools available to Rutherford to predict
how much scattering would occur at what angle had to be based on the then accepted
laws of clussicttl mechanics and classical electricity and magnetism. In other words,
even though Rutherford’s experiments probed matter at a scale smaller than had
hitherto been accessible to experimental observation, he had to assume that the
physicd~ laws derived from large scale observation were still valid at small distances.
Thus, using the same rules to analy.se atomic collisions as would be used to analyse
collisions between charged ping-pong balls, the conclusions about [he existence of the
atomic nucleus were drawn.

In retrospect, Rutherford’s conclusions were right but his methods were wrong; we
know that at the magnitude ofmomenturn triinsfer which was involved in the collisions
observed by Rutherford, the laws of classical mechanics would no longer be valid but
thut instead the laws of quantum mechanics, which were not established until more
than a decade later; were to be applied.

[t turns out, however, fortuitously, that the classical and quantum mechanical
calculations for the probability of scattering give essentially the same answer provided
[he sctat[ering is controlled by the laws ofelectromagnetism, and also provided that the
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of mbi(s of a-particles ‘encountering” wi(h a concen(ra(ed
positively charged object. Note thi]t close ‘collisions’ result in ]Iarge angles of deflection,
while collisions at a distance produce On}y a small change in direction of the inctdenl
particles.
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scattered part iclesmove at speeds well below the velocity of Iighlt.Had the forces actitie .

in Rutherford’s exporimenl been other thiirt those ofelectromag,netism, then indeed the
quantitative result of Rutherford’s calculations would have been incorrect.

3. The scattering” of X-rays
Now let me turn to another class ofscatteringexperiment, thescatteringofIight and”

X-mys from the atom. The sciittering of light or X-rays from the atom is dominated by
the extra-nuclear electrons, and not by the nucleus. The reason is that the interaction of
light or X-riiys, which are electromagnetic radiations, is with an electric current; in the
scii[tering process such a current is produced by the recoiling particle from which the
scattering takes place. 1f the mass of the recoiling particle is small, then a larger recoil
current is produced. Thus the very light electrons surrounding the heavy nucleus are
the principal contributors to the scattering of electromagnetic rddiation by the atom.

This type of scattering was observed lirst by A. H. Compton in experiments
beginning in 1922. In these experiments it was shown clearly that the dynamic
properties of the incident X-ray beam were described by its photon characteristics, that
isj by the particle-like energy and momentum variables of electromagnetic radiiit ion
predicted by a quantum mechanism.

‘It is characteristic of the process of scattering of X-rays by a free particle that the
frequency and energy of the scattered quantum is shifted relative to those of the incident
riidiation. Particularly interesting is the fiict that the shift in wavelength of the X-mys in
the scattering process depends only on the mass of the particle struck and on the angle

.
Fig. 3. Photograph of J. W. M. DuMond and his collaborator, Prot%sor Ii. A. Kirkpatrick,

with their multi-crystal spectrometer. This instrument WJSused to anatyse the shape of
X-my speetm which resulted from the scattering of X-my photons from various materials.
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1’ ofde{lcctton ofthe incident radiation; it is independent of the energy of the incident X-
/! rirys. The most important result from the observation of Cornpton =ttering was the
,.. estiit+ishm~nt of the quantum properties of the photon itself, rather than any new

insight into the structure of the atom. In fact, in the originul Compton sciittering
experiments it would have made little ditlcrencc if the electrons on which the scattering
took plitcwwere free or were bound m the nucleus.

The power of Compton scattering in analysing not only the structure but also the
internal dynurnics of atoms became evident with the experiments of J. W. M. Du Mend
and collaboriitors starting in 1926,which observed the frequency of scattered photons
with much higher precision. These experiments reveided not only thitt sciittering of
incident photons on atomic electrons indeed took place, bult also that these electrons
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Fig. 4. Microphotometer traces of photographic speetra obtained in the multi-crystal
spectrometer of DuMond and Kirkpatrick. The spectra show on (he left the unmodified
molybdenum K,, and K,2 lines, together with on the right the Compton-shifted line m
$allered from graphite at various isngles. Note that the brc)adening m well w shif[ itself
increases with the scattering angle, as expected by theory. (The scale at the bottom is
graduated in~ - In-’3 m &
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were themselves in a state of motion. Figure 3 shows Du Mondl with his apparatus. This
instrument, composed of a complex aswmbly of crystals, recorded data on photo-
graphic pkttcs. In turn, the exposure of these plates was meiisurcd by a nlicrophoto-
metcr; ligs. 4 and 5 show swnplcs of lhe resulting spectra. Classically the experiments of
DuMond and Coiiabordtors could be interpreted to yield the velocity distribution of
ihc electrons in atoms. Figures 4 and 5 show that the dynamic width of the ‘Scatlered’
line increases with scattering angle and incident wavelength, respectively, as can emily
be computed from the nature of the process.

DuMond initially analysed his scattering experiments by assuming that the
electrons moved in classical Bohr orbits around the nucleus. In that case Compton
scattering is simply modified by the Doppler shifts produced by the motion of the
struck particle. Quantum mechanically, one must analyse modified Compton scatter-
ing by describing the momentum distribution of the extr:muclear electrons on a
probabilistic basis, without talking about actual orbits. Both types of analysis give

%c02c

Fig.

Molybdenum

Sivw

Tungsten

. .

5. Microphotome(er traces of photographic spectra obtisined in the multi-crystal
spectrometer of DuMond and Kirkpatrick. The spectra show both the urrrnodificd irnd
Comptors-shifted K=, and K,2 line} of molybdenum, silver and tungsten, respectively,
scattered ill a Iixcd angle from griiphitc. Note thist the slwter is the wirvelerrgth, the
nimower the scattered line. Note also thai the central Compton shift at fixed angle is
independent of the incident wavelength. (The scales are grwhristed inq.)
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t“” simihr results. In iI cer(tiin sense these experiments are cclmplemcntary in that
)! Rut herford scattering is ehist ic skittering on the nucleus, while Comp[on/Du Mend
,.! scattering is indmfic Scattering on the atom as a whole, but cht.wicwattering on the

atomic electrons. The former constitutes the basic discovery of the structure of the
ittom, while the latter constitutes measurements ofa dominant fiiture of the dynamics
of that structure.

The above discussion has dealt with scattering by a single electron. Naturally, if
more than one electron is involved, the situation becomes more complex. This
complication arises if the wavelength of the incident radiation is eompirrable to the size
of the distribution of the electrons. In that case, the scattering of the light by the
individual electrons produces interferencwel~ectssimilar to those observed when visible
light scatters ON the individual elements of a diffract ion grating. In general, one cwr
separate the observed scattering into two factors: one is the term that governs the
probabilityy of scattering of the X-rays from an individual electron, and the other is the
fiictor which measures the interference eliect due to the multiplicity of scattering
sources; the latter is known as a ‘form factor’. We will meet this type of factorization
iigiiin when we talk about scattering at much higher energies.

,,,
4. High energy electron scattering

Now let us switch from X-riiys 10eleetrons for the incident beam and go forward in
time by about four deeades and up in energy of the particles to be scattered by a factor
of about a million. Scattering agiaincan be both elastic and inelastic. Elastic scattering
yields information on the radius and general distribution of charge within the proton
and neut’ron. It was elastic electron scattering experiments during the 1950s, for which
Robert Hofstadter received the Nobel Prize in 1961, which (determined these basic
parameters. The fact that the proton has a finite radius indicates in itself that the proton
uannot be an ultimate constituent of matter, but rather must have a substructure of
some kind. The general nature of this substructure was revealed through experiments
at The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, SLAC, beginning in 1967, which
concentrated primarily on inelastic rather than elastic seiittering, that is, interactions in
which the proton is disintegrated in consequence of the scattering process.

Figures 6 and 7 show, first Sehematicdlly and then as an actual photograph, the
apparatus that was used at SLAC to study bolh inelastic and elastic scattering of
electrons ofenergy up to 20 GeV on hydrogen targets. Note that the basic components
of this apparatus are the same as the ones used by Rutherford. We have an incident
btwn of charged p~rticles; we have a scattering rcIr(@, here consisting of a chtimber
containing liquid hydrogen; and we have a derecfor composed of magnetic spectro-
meters which measure precisely the angle ofseattering and the energy and nature of the
scattered particle. Thus the basic components of a seattming experiment have
remained the same throughout this century, as has the spirit of the investigation:
Rutherford wished to investigate the substructure of the atom. while the SLAC
experiments investigated the substructure of the proton and neutron, which had been
established as the fundamental building blocks of the nucleus discovered by
Rutherford. While the basic nature and motivation of the experiments have not
changed, the scale indeed has. This is a consequence of the uncertainty principle: in
order to study matter at smaller dimensions, the transfer of momentum has to be
proportionately larger. Roughly speaking, the proton has a diameter one hundred
thousand times smaller than the atom, and thererore the energies have to be increased
roughly in that proportion.

.
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Fig. 6, Diagram of the magnetic spectrometer at SLAC capable of analysing particles of
momentum up to 8 GeV/c. The incident beam strikes a target around which the
spectrometer rotates. The spectrometer consists of focusing quadruple lenses ‘Q” and
deflecting magnets ‘tY.The system analyses the particles scattered in the target which are
then identified and registered in the detector.

Fig. 7. Photograph of the spectrometer shown in fig. 6, together with a second instrument
capable of analysing particles up to 20 GeV/c.
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In itmtiysing (he inelastic sciittering the experimental physicist has several tools at
his command. lie cttn exa;nine the fritgments thilt arc ejected as a result of the
disintegration process, or he cim examine the loss of energy of lhe incident electron
during the scattering process; it is this loss in energy which presumably corresponds to
the energy of creating and propagating the ‘ejects’ from the proton. Most of the
relevimt information regarding the electron scattering process wiss obtained by
experiments thal looked only at the scattered electron.

If we assome that the proton has constit uents that are point-like, or at least have a
rii(fitts very much smuller than that of the proton itself, [then an inelastic scitttering
process c~n be envisiiged as the tottdit y dfeluitic electron sctittering from eiich of these
point-like constituents. This is shown in fig. K One can easily derive geometrical
rehrtions between the direction and energy of the incident and .scuttered electron under
a number of plausible assumptions. Specillcally, by arguments exactly anulogous to
those applied to X-riiy scisttering by the atom, one can show by simple mathematics
that the energy and angle dist ribut ion of the outgoing electron should be a product of
two faclors. The first fiictor is the distilbution corresponding to smttering from it single,

+ point-like object. This Iirst factor can be calculated with confidence from theory, since
the forces tjoverning the interdiction be!ween an electroln imd a point-like charged
object iire almosl purely electromtignetic. In essence, electron scattering is thus
“exploring unknown structures with known forces”. The second ftictor, again culled the
‘form factor’. is a function chilmcteristic of the distribution of the point-like objects
within the proton. As long as the basic model of the process is correct (i.e., scitttering

occurs from point-like objects coupled by forces that cm absorb triinsverse momenta
up to u specified limit), then the form factors should depend only on a cert:tin
dimensionless riitio defined by the kinematics of collision, This riitio can be identified
with the fmction of the momentum within the proton which is carried by the struck
point-like object. The assumption made here is that binding among these objects is
negligible in considering their motion.

Inc!denl electron

“Y’”
2Ptk310n(wrtuol emission)

Portons
or (Works

Proton

.

Fmol hodrons

Fig. 8. Diagram of the deep inelastic electron scattering proaess on the proton. lt is assumed
that protons are cnmposed of three partons or quarks. The electron “virtutilly’emits a
photon during the sciittering process which inlerac(s with one of the three jmrlons. The
three parlons interact after the scattering process and recombine, forming a combination
of Iinal hadrons.
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This simple dependence Of the ‘form factors’ is known as ‘sc~ling”and can be
considered to be an indication of the fact that such point-like constituents within the
proton might indeed exist. Figures 9 and 10 show how well this simple description
ilgrees with the experimental data. It can be seen that the agreement is good but not
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E-ig. 9. The experimental evidence for ‘scaling’ in deep inelastic electron scattering on the
proton. The graph shows the form factor plotted as a function of lhe parameter x which is
(he fmction of the momenlum carried by the ‘parion’ struck by the incident electron, as
measured in a frame in which the proton is in rttpid motion.
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Fig. 10. Deviation from scaling. These graphs show that there is a wedk dependenw on energy
Q of the form factor in deep inelastic scisttering where the character of that weak
dependence is ditTcrent for ditlerent v~lues of x. Interpretation of this type of information
gives valuable information on the interdiction bciween quti.rks within the proton.
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perfect. Nat urally the totisl range of variables over which the correctness of this model
Ciin be tested is limited both by the energy of the isvailable beams and by the data rates
which can be recorded.

Another, more dramatic dernonstrat ion of the existence of point-like particles ciirr
be made by compisring elastic and inelaslic scittlering. This is shown in Iig. 11. It is seen
[hat the probability of elastic scitttering on the proton as a whole falls oil much more
rapidly with increasing momentum transfer than does the probability of inclilstic
scattering which involves presumably only single point-like objects. You will recall that
this is precisely what Rutherford observed in regard 10the rwcleus within the alom. By
this analogy we see at lewt it strong indi~dtion, that the proton and neutron do indeed
hirve point-like constituents, which were first dubbed ‘partons’ by Richard Feynmmr.
These itre now recognized to be identicid to the point-like ‘quarks’ whose existence had
been postulated through a completely dil~erent line of reasoning; this was to explain the
great number ofdill’crent particle states that had been discovered by the high energy
physicist, the systematic relations among their masses, and the rules that govern their
conversions into one another.

I
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Fig. II. Comparison of inelastic and elastic electron-proton scattering. This graph shows (he
ratio of the observed scattering to the point particle cross-section for elastic and inelasl ic
events plotted as a function of the square of the momentum transfer. Note that inelaslic
scattering fd[s otTtnuch more slowly with momentum tr~nsfkr than &XS elastic S@krh&

This indiedes that inelastic scattering appears to take plaoeon point-likeobjmts within
the proton.
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More careful examination of the inelastic scattering process has shown that scaling
is nol exact. This conclusion can be drawn both from the highly precise experiments at
SLAC using electron energies up to 20 CieVor so, and from the less precise experiments

.

using beams of higher energy muons at Fermihib near Chicxdgo,and at CERN in
Geneva.

Experiments that measure the deviation from scaling constitute a valuable tool for
examining the nature of the forces among the partons or quarks. According to modern
concepts, these quitrks interact through the exchange of certain objects called ‘gluons’.
The interaction between these particles and the quarks is mddsured through a coupling
constant whose strength in turn determines the deviation of the data from the ideal
scaling relationship, which is derived assuming the quarks to be ‘free’. Thus the

deviation from scaling measures the strength and character of this basic force.
Note here the analogy with the X-ray experiment that I described edrlier. The first

experiments of Compton demonstriited that X-ray photons indeed bounced ORthe
electron component of the atom, which behaved nearly as if they were ‘free’.The more
relined experiments of DuMond and collaborators showed deoiutions from pure ‘free’
Compton scattering and thus gave evidence of the dynamics of the atom, in particular
the momentum distribution of electrons, in turn derived from the strength of [he
interaction between the electron and the nucleus. In the recent experiments, the
existence of scaling as such indicdtes the existence of partons or quarks, but it is the
deuiution from ideal scaling that gives valuable evidence of thed!ynamics which bind the
quarks together to forma proton or neutron. In the case of the atom, the basic forces
involved are purely electromagnetic, and they can be described by what is now known
as Quantum Electrodynamics. This theory is well understood, and its validity has been
demonstrated experimentally overdistimces ranging from many Earth diameters down
to about 10-*8 m. The analogous theory oft he strong forces acting between quarks
and carried by gluons k known as Quantum Chromodyna,mics: it is now being
formulated, although many outstanding questions remain to be answered.

However, irrespective of the nature of these forces, the basic ‘rules of the gtme’,
namely quantum mechanics and relativity, have continued to apply throughout. I will
now turn to a similar story in regmd to the study of the simplest possible bound-state
systems which consist of just two particles: a particle and its antiparticle.

5. Particle-antiparticle hound states
One of the predictions of relativistic quantum mechanics is that for each of the

particles found in nature there should also be a corresponding antiparticle, that is, a
particle with not only its electric charge, but also certain of ils other characteristics
reversed. This, in turn, led tot he expectation that a charged particle and its antiparticle
could combine to form a quasi-stable system, essentially tiLplanetary system in
miniature. Specificdiy, it was predicted soon after the discovery of the anti-electron, or
positron, that there should be an entity now known as ‘positronium’, which is the
bound system of an electron tind a positron. Similarly, a~air} looking ahead many
decades, if indeed quarks are fundamental constituents of nuclear matter, or more
accurately of all hadronic matter, then there should also be ‘qutirkonium’ systems of
various kinds consisting of a quark and an antiquark. Such objects are the simplest
bound systems one can imagine. One would therefore presume thitt the positronium
system con~itutes an ideal test objetit to examine the validity of the theory of
electromagnet ic forces, while the quarkonium systems might be ~asimilar Moratory for
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‘e-xamination of the forces that govern the behaviour of theccm tuents of nuclei or other
strongly interacting piirticles.

The first experiments on positronium were done in 195I by Martin Deutsch of
MIT. A very Itirge volume of work on positronium has been done between that time
and today. This work has resulted in a complete tind accurate tabultition of mirny
energy levels of positronium and extremely precise measurements of the transitions
between them. Figure 12 shows a diagram of these energy Ievcls and of ihe numbers
which go with them. These numbers constitute one of the most fundamental tests of the
vididit y of quantum electrodynamics. For instance, the trmsition energy between the
two lowest levels of positronium in theory is given by 203”40GHz with itn uncertainty
of t0“01. while the experimental measurements give 203”.3870.

This type of spectacular agreement is chitracteristic of the many experiments that
have demonstrated that, as long as only electromagnetic forces are invokd, quantum
electrodynamics fully explains quantitatively all the observed phenomena.

The most sensitive tests of the wdlidity of quantum electrodynamics at the smallest
distances of interaction come from experiments at the highest energies. lfeleetrons and
their antiparticles are not bound together as they are in positronium, but rather collide

Transition
Frequency

,,oP:’’ol:sco’e(”
Transition frequency ‘

Stole (3)
5.1015 eV/c2 +

t 2337x 106GHz
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12. Energy level spectrum of positronium, using the clrdinary spectroscopic term
designation giv’ing spin multiplicity, orbital angular momentum and spin angular
momentum, respectively. The spectrum is plotted in three di~erent scales: ( t ) one scale
shown in the upper right-hand corner corresponding tO the transitions among levels of
principal quantum number two; (2) a second sca]e shown irl the lower right-hand corner
corresponding to the transition between levels of principai quantum num~r one; and (3)
the transition between the energy levels of principal quantunl number I and 2 is shown on
a still ditTerentstate, since it is larger by S orders of magnitude than the transitions within
each principal quiintum number.
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at the highest energies available in the laboratory, then a number ofthi~gs can happen,
M indicated in fig. 13. The best way 10 produce such collisions is in high-energy
electron-positron storage rings. Figure 14 shows an example ofstsch an installation at
SLAC.

Quarks

e+ t

e-

t40drons

Fig. 13. Diagrammatic representation of electron-positron annihilation rrmrltine in final
hadrons (strongly interacting particles) in the upper diagram and final Iepton ~airs (not
subject to the strong interaction) in the lower diagram. Since hadrons are composed of
mixtures ofquarks, the primary process in the upper diagrtilmis creation of quark pairs via
electromagnetic interaction cwried by the intermediate photon y. Hadrons are then

. produced subsequently through forces between the quarks, [n contrmt, in the lower
diagram it is shown that leptons are produced through a purely electromagnetic process.

.
Fig. 14. Aerfidl photograph of the housing containing the SLAC electron-positron colliding

beam stonrge ring SPEAR. The two buildings lying within tlhering house the apparatus for
detecting the results of electron-positron annihilation.
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6. Digression the growth of accelerators
Let me digress hereto give some indication of how the enormous gap between the

eitrly low energy experiments of Rut herford, Compton, DuMond and Deutsch and the
recent high energy experiments on electron swucring and electron-positron collisions
has been bridged. 1am here emphasizing the similarity in ccmcept but the dissimilisrity
in ~ide between the early and reeent experiments. The actwd PWI of this progression

hiss been defined by the evolution of the technology of high energy accelerators and
colliders. Figure 15is an update of a chart, originislly due 10:S.Livingston, which shows
how the energy available through the use of accelerators has evolved over time. The
pattern is indeed dramatic: the energy of accelerators has increased by is factor of It)
approxitniltely every 7 years ever since the 1930s.This has been achieved not simply by
building Iiwger and larger accelerators ofa single type, but rather by a succession of new
tcxhnologies which were invented whenever an old technology became saturated in its
ability to reach higher energy. Thus the growth in size and lcostof accelerators has not

1000 TeV

100 TeV

10 TeY

1TeV

100 MeV

10 MeV
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Stotoge rmg - -
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Eleclron
synchotron
(week focusing)

Betotron

Cyclofron

r ‘“ Reel if ier qenerotor

.

~~
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Fig. 15. Progress of the energy attainable through particle accelerators and storage rings. This
growth is achieved through a su~ession Of machines employing dilrerent technologies.
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been anywhere near as large as the increase in scientific potential. I cannot describe here
in any great detail the succession of inventions and technological advances which have
made this evolulion possible. Let me just name a few.

The early accelerators, and the present day machines operating at low energy, are
electrostatic. The mtiximum energy attainable by such methods is thus limited by the
technology of producing and maintaining extremely high voltages (some millions of
volts). This Iimiliition was removed by the invention of tlhe cyclotron by E. O.
Lawrence. Here the accelerating voltage is supplied by a high frequency power source,
and the same gap is traversed over and over again by confining the particles in a spiral
orbit through the use of a large electromagnet. The geometry is arranged so that
synchronism is achieved between the time that the particles transit the gap and the crest
of the alternating voltage. A similar idea was also proposed to accelerate particies in a
straight line, first by Ising in Sweden in 1926,but it was not applied to very high energy
acceleration until after World Wiir Ii.

The cyclotron had its limits in [hat synchronism between the particle transit and the
alternating voltage could not be maintained once particle speeds approached a fraction
of that of light. In that case relatively limits the particle speed, while the radii of the
particle orbits in a magnet continue to increw with increasing particle energy. [n
addition to achieving particle synchronism with the accelerating voltage, it is also
necessary to focus the particle orbits so that in the long tmjectory from start to target,
only a minimum of particles is lost. The struggle to achieve bath synchronism with an
alternating field and particle focusing at the same time was attacked by several
ingenious ideas; the simple cyclotron does not permit this at iparticle energies beyond
about 20 MeV. One idea, that of L. H. Thomas, was proposed in 1938, but was then

understood by only few physicists, Thomas proposed an azimuthal variation in the
field of the circular miignet of Lawrence in order to achieve focusing and synchronism
simultaneously. The Thomas idea was not applied extensively until after the war, and
then only to machines of moderate energy.

The second idea, which led to much higher energies, was independently conceived
in 1945 by Vexler in the Soviet Union and McMillan in the United States, Vexler and
McMilhm showed that if particles were not accelerated at the crest of an alternating
field, but rather during either the rising or falling part of that field, then dynamic
conditions could be achieved where the phase of acceleration of the particles would
automatically be maintained. Those particles which are not accelerated by the ideal
amount will arrive either early or late. Depending on the geometrical configuration and
the energy, stable acceleration is achieved by an appropriate choice of transit time
across the accelerating gap during either rising or failing voltages. Particle focusing can
then be attained in a manner less tightly related to the conditions ofacceleriition. This
‘phase stability’ principle led to a variety of machines, including the synchrocyclotrons,
electron synchrotrons imd proton synchrotrons of the post-World War II era.

The next essential technological advance was the invention of the ‘strong focusing’
principle in 1950 by Nicholas Cristofilos in Greece, and then independently in 1952 by
Courant, Snyder and Livingston in the United States. This principle made it possible to
focus particle beams with magnets of much smaller aperture, and therefore led to a
major reduction in the cost of particle accelerators. The combination of this principle
with the phase srdbiiit y principle is the basis of all large circullar accelerators of today.

As these techniques approach their limits, attention has begun to shift from beams
striking stationary targets, which made possible the type of experiments such as the
scattering me~surements 1described earlier, to colliding bealmdevice$ or colliders as
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1’
1: they itre Alec! todiiy. Wha’tcounts in high energy collisions is the wrw 4 mllision
f.. obscrvtxi in Ihat frame of reference in which the totid ccnire of mass of Ihe colliding

p;trt iclcs is at rest. When a beam of par[icles strikes a stitt ionary target, then at least half
of (he energy of the incident particle is used to move the centre of mass of the two
colliding piIrt iclesahead, while only the remaining friictionl of the energy is available for
the collision itself. According to the laws of relativistic collisions, this useful friiction
decreases continuously as the energy of the incident beam becomes larger. For
example, the energy of collision of it 500 GeV proton striking a stationary target is only
3 I GeV. [f,on the other hand, two 500 GeV particles undergo a head-on collision, then
the total collision energy available is KKKlGeV.

This enormous itdvi{ntage in collision energy is somewhat otTsetby the fuel that the
density ok priicti~al particle beams is very much lower than that of ordinary matter.
Thus while colliding bciims produce dramatic gtiins in collision energy. they lead to
hwge losses in collision rwre. However, one cmnot have everything, and the loss in
collision rate can to some extent be compensated by surrounding the points of collision
wilh detectors sulliciently large to catch almost all the fragments from the events which
do occur.

I have digressed to this brief outline of the evolution ofacceterating devices during
the past tifty years in order to emphasize that, while our studies of the fundamental
nature of matter have focused on structures of smaller and smaller size, the actual rate

of progress in this field has been determined by the much more mundane matter of
successive accelerator technologies. However, as with itll exportentiid growth patterns,
the drarnat ic evolution shown in fig. 15 must sooner or kiter slow down.

Among the colliding beam devices, the most productive has been the elcctron-
positron collider. An example of such a device was shown!in fig. 14. Here electrons imd
positrons counter-rotiite in a ring, and the orbits of these particles are confined by a
group of electromagnets. The more powerful recent electron-positron storage rings all
usc strong focusing magnets; in itddition, large radiofrequency power systems arc
required to compensate for the loss of energy caused by the electromagnet~wiiation
emitted by the electrons as they traverse their circular orbits.

The advanti~ge of carrying out high energy physics experiments with electron–
positron collisions is the inherent simplicity of the annihihttion process. As was
indicated in fig. 13, the electrons and positrons indeed annihilate, resulting in what
physicists call a virmal photon, which describes a state of pure electromagnetic energy.
This electromagnet icenergy in turn can rerrmterialize into any combination of particles
which conserves both the energy involved and certain other of the symmetry

characteristics of the initial collision. Since, unlike collisions in which protons strike
material targets, the initial pdrticles have completely disappeared, the final stale can be
particularly simple and therefore relatively easy to anid yse. In particular, the final state
can b+pairs of part iclesand their antiparticles, whatever {theseparticles may be. This, in
retrospect simple, situation led to the spectacular discoveries of November 1974,tiptly

called the November Revolution.

7. The November Revolution
The November Revolution began with the simultaneous publication of two

experimental results. The work of Samuel Ting and collaborators at the Brookhaven
National Labomtory demonstrated that piiirs of electrons produced from a beryllium

target bombarded by 25 GeV protons in the Alterfllating Gradient Synchrotrorr

exhibited a peculiitr distribution. The correlation in angle and energy of the electron

.
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pitirs can be expressed -as an effective mass of a conjectured object which, when
disintegrating into ptiirs ofclectrons, would give rise to the observed distribution. The

.

distribution in e[rective mass as observed in the Brookhaverr experiments exhibited a

sharp peak, as shown in fig. 16. located at an energy of Il.I GeV. At the same time,
experiments ewried out by Burton Richter and collaborators with the SPEAR storage
ring at SLAC showed that the yield of many kinds of palrticies, including electrons
muons, pi mesons, neutrons and protons, showed a sharp peak when the total energy of
collision of electrons and positrons was near the same energy of 3.1 GeV. Figure 17
shows these observations.

As future developments indicated, the storage ring methods proved to be more
powerful for investigiiting these new phenomena, and [ will therefore restrict the
following discussion to the results obtained with electron-positron storage rings
subsequent to the original discoveries.

What made these discoveries a ‘revolution’? There was little expectat ion that energy
distributions of an y kind at these high collision energies could exhibit such a narrow
peaked structure. The reason for this assumption, in retrospect naive, is quite simple. If
new p~rticles or objects are formed at these high energies, then there is plenty of energy
availirble for them to decay rapidly into many of the lighter particles that are already
known. The gredter the energy available for such disintegrations, the shorter is the life
of the parent particle. And the shorter the Iilktimeofa new particle, the less welldefined
its mass or energy would have to be according to the energy-time formulation oft he
uncertainty principle which is usually writlen as AEAt = /1/2rr.Thus the only way the
sharpness of these pxdks could be explained is by post ulat ing a new ‘selection rule’, that
is, some new physical principle that inhibits the rate of disintegration. In turn, a new

Effeclwe moss (m~+ + %- li’6eV

Fig. 16. Distribution in the @JcthIe mms of electrons isnd positrons produced at the
Alierrmiing (kadient Synchrotrons it Brookhasen National Laboratory through impact
of is high energy proton beam on a beryllium target iIISobserved by Sam Ting and
collaborators.
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Fig. 17. Cross-section.u for the annihilation of high energy eleclrons and positrons resulting in
the formation of hadrons, plotted as a function of the collision energy EC,~,of the electrons
and positron$ as observed by Richter and collaboriitors at the SPEAR storage ring at
SLAC.

selection rule has to be based on the existence of a new ‘quantum number’ or
characteristic property of the particle”involved. in short, the November Revolution
signalled the discovery of a new kind of fundamental object in Nature.

Whenever a label or quantum number changes in some waiy, [hen, depending on the
dynamics in question, the rates of processes can be inhibited; if nothing changes, then
only the available disintegration energy and the masses of the ptirticles involved
determine how fast reactions will ‘go’. Starting from this hypothesis, consensus

developed rapidly that the new ~aks at 3.1 GeV observed atBrookhaven and SLAC
must be states of a new kind ofquarkonium, that is, objects composed of a new quark
and its antiquark. The quark involved is a new example of that species, beyond the
three quarks originally postulated by Zweig and Gel]-Mann in 1964 to accoun[ for the
multiplicity of particles then known~. The existence of a fourth quark, dubbed the
‘charmed’ quark, had been suspected before, but these new discoveries not only
confirmed its existence but at the same time, as discussed above, provided a new
laboratory in which the interaction between these new quarks could be investigated.

——
t Adiscussion of the quark model can be found in the article by F. E. f30se h Conwrnporur’y

Physics, 1979, 20, 293.
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8. C’harmonium .

These discoveries initialed an immediate hunt for the full spectroscopy of this new
“harmonium’, in complete anidogy with the spectroscopy of posi[ronium that 1
outlined before.,This hunl, using electron–positron storage rings, has proved eminently
successful.1shIil no: describe here the work through which the various spect roscopic
states of charmonium were discovered sequentially. There iire still some gaps in that
spec[rum, itnd work is in progress to fill these. Some higher energy states belong to the
Siilne family as those of the 3.1 GeV state originally discovered, and they were found
simply by raising the collision energy of electrons and positrcms in the storage ring, and
observing further peaks. Charmonium states of different quantum numbers were
located by observing the products of transitions from the directly produced states to the
new suites. Figure 18 shows this total spectrum as we see it today, and this figure should
k compared with fig. 12 which gave the corresponding spectrum for positronium.

Nole that the ditTerencein energy scales between these two spectroscopes is a factor
of about one hundred million, yet the fundamental arrangement of the lines in the two
spectra is strikingly similar. This surely indicates strongly tha( the basic rules of
quantum mechanics which determine the existence of such discrete states and their
energy, are the same whether one deals with electron volts, millions of electron volts, or
thousands of millions ofelectron volts. Note that the proport ions in spacing among the
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Fig. 18. The energy level spectrum of charmonium. Three classes of spectroscopic terms ( ‘S.,
%., 3Pj) are shown using the usual spectroscopic notation for spin muhiplicit y, orbital
angular momentum, and spin angular momentum. The obwrved masses in MeV/cz are
shown on the right-hand side and the observed transitions by arrows. The spec[ra[ lines in
this classification are the same as tho~ shown for positronilum in fig. 12, bu~ the scale of
the principal transition is ditTerentby a factor ofabou[ l(M)million (589 MeV/c* relative to
5.1 eV/c2), Moreover, the separations among the lines of diNering angular momenla are
very much larger than those for positronium.
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lines are, however, greiitly ditletent. This is not unexpected, since the positronium
spectrum is solely governed by the laws of electricity and magnctisrn, while the
charmoniurn spectrum is gover~ed by the not-us-yet fully understood laws ofqutmtum
chromodymtmics; this is the name given to the rules which govern the Ibrces between
quarks iIs they exchange ghrons with one imothert. Naturally, many investigiitions
have been cirrried out by theorists attempting to fit the new spectra under various
assumptions drawing on the analogy with positronium. One exploits this antilogy by
comparing the simple inverse square law of the electromagnetic interaction that
governs the positroniurn spectrum with the appro~riale rddiai dependence of the force
that can irccount for the charrnonium spectrum. This quest has thus far been only
partially successful.

9. Beyond charmonium
The spectroscopy ofcharmonium, analogous to that ofpositronium, is not the only

result from electron-positron annihilation at high energies. History was again to repeat
itself M accelerators irnd electron-positron storage rings moved to higher energy. At
Fermihiti a fifth member of the quark hmily. the b quark (b for bottom) was discovered.
Subsequently, the combination of the b and anti-quarks–-’bottomoniuwaswas
observed in the form of peaking in the yield of viirious parl,icles as a function of
electron-positron annihilation energy at the storiige ring DORIS in Hamburg, similar
to earlier SPEAR observations for charmonium. Some of the more detailed spectro-
scopy of this object began to unfold itt the Cornell storage ring CESR in the United
States. Although these spectra are not as yet as complete as those from the charmed
quark states, it is clear that we are again seeing the same basic quarrt urn states as those
in positronium. Interestingly, the utility of the spectroscopy as a laboratory to explore
the forces acting between quarks increases as the masses of the quiirk pairs understudy
increase. The reason is, the heavier the quarks are, the slower they move in the
‘quurkonium’ combination, and therefore the simpler the theoretical description
becomes because the effects of relativity need not be included.

Electron--positron annihilation gives a very direct signature on the number of
quarks which contribute to hiidronic matter as we know it. By ‘hadronic matter’ we
mean the totality of those particles in Nature. including the neutron and proton and
many others, that interiict th ~ ~hthe strong force; that is, the force we believe to be

0%responsible for binding the n furo and proton in the nucleus. If ’werecall the diagram
oftig. 13,we see that the initial interdiction at the first vertex, in whlichthe virtual photon
first forms a pair of quarks, is purely electromagnetic. In consequence, the theoret ical

/
calculation giving the probability of these reactions is simply proportional 10the sum
of the squares of the electric charges of each possible quark that could contribute to the
process being investigated. As the energy ofelectron-positron annihilation increases,
presumably more and more kinds of quark pilirs can be producxxl, depending on the
masses of the quarks and the energy of the annihilation.

Figure 19 describes the present picture of the probability of annihilation of
electrons and positrons as a function ofenergy. What we see arc essent ially two distinct
pluteaus separated by a transition region. The arit hmetic shows that the first plateau
corresponds, at least fairly closely, to three .tlavours’ of qliitrks, while the second
plateau corresponds to the addition ofa fourth, the charmed, qu:drk flavour. Thus this
—— ._ ——— -—.— ______ ___________

t The ideas of quantum chromodynamics and the quark- gluon model are also explained in
the article by F. E. close referred to in the previous footnote.
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Fig. 19. The ratio R of formation of hadrons to that of lepton pairs resulting from the
annihilation of electrons and positrons, plotted as a function of the energy of the colliding
eleetrons and positrons.

general picture confirms the interpretation of the peaks, which g:avethe initial incentive
to the November Revolution, as being pairs ofcharmed quarks. Again, as in some of the
previous examples, detailed quantitative comparison of this simple picture with the
data shows some discrepancies; and again we can learn from reconciling these
dilrerences more about the detailed dynamics of the processes involved. Thus, just as
the deviation from the simple sealing relationship has taught us something about the
strength of the interactions among the quarks in the proton, so too can we learn from
the discrepancies between the exact numerical predictions concerning annihilation
cross-sections and the experimental [esults how quarks interact with one another once
they are formed.

The story I have deseribed is,ofcourse, only a small fragment of the evolution of our
understanding of particle substructure during the century. Whlat 1 hope, however, is
that this sketch makes clear that we are witnessing an amazing contrast between the
surprising new discoveries paced by the evolution ofteehnology, on the one hand, and a
consistency of general approach and motivation and of overriding physical principles,
on the other. [t is thiscontrast between sameness and change that has made this period
one of the most exciting epochs in physical discovery.
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